Motivated by GW170817 we examine constraints that observations put on the angular structure of long gamma-ray burst (GRB) jets. First, the relatively narrow observed distribution of E X /E γ (the isotropic equivalent early X-ray afterglow to prompt γ-ray energy ratio) implies that at any angle that γ-rays are emitted the Lorentz factor must be high. Specifically, the Lorentz factor of γ-ray emitting material cannot drop rapidly with angle, and must be Γ(θ) ∼ > 50 even if there are angles for which the gamma-ray received energy is lower by three orders of magnitude compared to the jet core. Second, jets with an angular structure of the γ-ray emission that over-produce events with a γ-ray luminosity below the peak of the observed luminosity function are ruled-out. This eliminates models in which the γ-ray energy angular distribution isn't sufficiently steep and the Lorentz factor distribution isn't sufficiently shallow. Finally, models with a steep structure (e.g. Gaussian) which are detected away from the jet core generate afterglow light-curves that were never observed. We conclude that even if the jet kinetic energy distribution drops continuously with latitude, efficient γ-ray emission seems to be restricted to material with Γ ∼ > 50 and is most likely confined to a narrow region around the core. While our study is confined to long GRBs, where the observed sample is larger and more complete, there are indications that similar conclusions may be applicable also to short GRBs. We discuss the possible implications to the γ-rays observed in GRB 170817A.
INTRODUCTION
In August 2017, GW 170817 the first gravitational wave (GW) signal from a neutron star -neutron star merger was detected (Abbott et al. 2017) . The accompanying radio and X-ray afterglow has been observed extensively over a period of almost a year (e.g., Hallinan et al. 2017; Troja et al. 2017; Margutti et al. 2017; Ruan et al. 2018; Mooley et al. 2018b ). The latest turnover in the radio and X-ray light-curves, as well as the measurement of superluminal motion from the radio data, suggests the existence of a successful relativistic jet and a structure with a significant angular energy profile in which we are observing the burst at an angle that is at least three times larger than the jet's opening angle (Mooley et al. 2018a ). There still however, remains the question of whether the prompt gamma-rays are produced by radiatively efficient (but less energetic due to a steep angular structure) material at the 'wings' of the jet or by the a shock breakout from the cocoon generated by the jet-ejecta interaction (in which case the energy content at the observed viewing angle is larger, but the efficiency smaller).
In light of this, the allowed structure of GRB jets and the efficiency at which it produces γ-rays at large angles remains a topic of major importance, and it is useful to consider what types of jet structures are consistent with GRB observations (see also Beniamini et al. 2018b) . Previous studies have considered the implications of structure models on the true energetics and rates of GRBs (Lipunov, Postnov & Prokhorov 2001; Frail et al. 2001; Rossi, Lazzati & Rees 2002; Zhang & Mészáros 2002; Eichler & Levinson 2004; van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012; Pescalli et al. 2015) , on the shape of the afterglow light-curve (Kumar & Granot 2003; Granot & Kumar 2003; Salmonson 2003) or on detectability of orphan afterglows (Lamb & Kobayashi 2017) . Here we propose a novel way to test the allowed structure of GRBs (in terms of both the energy and Lorentz factor angular distributions), by applying three independent techniques. We focus on long GRBs for which more detailed observations are available. First, we compare the predictions of these models regarding the EX /Eγ distribution (i.e. the isotropic equivalent early X-ray afterglow to prompt γ-ray energy ratio) to the observations. We show that a variety of structure models predict large variations in this quantity, in contrast with results from GRB observations. Secondly, we reconsider the effect of the structure on the observed luminosity function and show that a large family of models can be ruled out as they lead to an overproduction of bursts with γ-ray luminosities below the peak of the observed luminosity function. Both these considerations imply that while the energy angular profile may be steep, the Lorentz factor of GRBs must remain large at any region that produces γ-rays efficiently. However, even such models typically lead to very peculiar lightcurves that can be ruled out by observations. The most likely implication is that efficient γ-ray emission must be confined to a narrow opening angle around the jet's core, where the isotropic equivalent energy is not much lower than that of the core. This will naturally resolve all the problems mentioned above.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we describe the observational results regarding the EX /Eγ distribution. We then describe in §3 the structure models and their resulting emission in the prompt γ-ray and in the X-ray afterglow and derive approximate limits on the Lorentz factor at different observation angles. In §4 we discuss our results, comparing the different models with the scatter observations. In §5 we turn to examine the constraints imposed by the observed luminosity function. We explore the possibility that γ-ray production is restricted to a narrow range beyond the core in §7. We then conclude in §8.
LX /Eγ (AND EX /Eγ) OBSERVATIONS
In order to compare the results of different structure models with observations we select a sample of GRBs with measured (isotropically equivalent) energy emitted in X-rays LX and (isotropically equivalent) energy released during the prompt phase Eγ. We use the BAT6 sample, a sample of long Swift GRBs that were chosen to be almost complete in redshift (for details see Salvaterra et al. 2012) . The required information on LX and Eγ is available for 43 bursts in the BAT6 sample. The values of LX (integrated in the rest frame energy range 2-10 keV and measured at different source frame times after the trigger) can be found in Table 1 of D'Avanzo et al. (2012) and the values of the prompt energies Eγ are reported in Nava et al. (2012) . The best linear fits between LX (estimated at different times) and Eγ are given by (see also Beniamini, Nava & Piran 2016) :
LX,45 = 11 Eγ,52 σ log(L X /Eγ ) = 0.51 at 1 hour LX,45 = 0.42 Eγ,52 σ log(L X /Eγ ) = 0.64 at 11 hours
where σ log(L X /Eγ ) is the 1σ scatter (measured in log-log space) 1 . The correlation between LX at 11 hours and Eγ has been investigated by different authors using different samples (see Nysewander, Fruchter & Pe'er 2009 , Margutti et al. 2013 , and Wygoda et al. 2016 for recent investigations). These studies find statistically significant correlations between LX and Eγ. The slope, normalization and scatter of the correlations discussed in these other studies are consistent with the one found in the BAT6 sample. Notice also, that since the measurements are done in a fixed observation time in the rest frame, tX , (and that up to some constant A of order unity that depends on the shape of the light-curve EX = ALX tX ), equivalent relations exist between EX and Eγ (where EX is the isotropic equivalent energy emitted in X-rays) and it follows that
A measurement of EX , Eγ requires knowledge of the redshift, which is known for only a limited sample of bursts. However the ratio between the two energies, which is proportional to the observable ratio F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ (where F X,peak is the peak of the X-ray flux measured at an observer time t X,peak and Φγ is the measured γ-ray fluence during the prompt phase) is largely independent of the total energy and of the redshift. To illustrate this point we consider the standard afterglow model in which X-rays are produced by synchrotron emission from the forward external shock. The afterglow peaks when the jet starts being decelerated by the external medium t X,peak ∝ (1 + z)E 1/3 kin (see equation 11 below) where E kin is the (isotropic equivalent) kinetic energy of the blast wave. At these early times, the emission is typically dominated by synchrotron in the fast cooling regime. Using the equation for the flux in this regime we have (Granot & Sari 2002) :
L where z is the redshift and dL is the luminosity distance. Assuming a 1 We use here and elsewhere in the text the notation Qx = Q/10 x in c.g.s. units as well as base 10 logarithms. roughly constant efficiency Eγ ∝ E kin . Eγ is related to the prompt γ-ray fluence via Eγ ∝ Φγd 2 L /(1+z). Putting everything together the dependence on the energy cancels out and we are left with F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ ∝ (1 + z) (2−p)/2 (where p is the power law slope of the electrons' energy distribution). p is inferred from afterglow modelling to typically be in the range 2.1 p 2.6. Thus, we conclude that F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ should not depend strongly on the unknown distance to the GRB. Therefore, we can extend our sample of GRBs significantly, to include also bursts with no redshift determination. The advantage of this method is that it is largely independent of selection effects (and if any such effects exist they are unlikely to be shared with the redshift complete sample discussed above).
We use the Swift database 2 to collect all long GRBs detected in γ-rays by Swift-BAT (conservatively, we choose here a stringent requirement of T90 > 3s, where T90 is the prompt duration measured by BAT). Strikingly, we find that out of 765 bursts detected by BAT before July 2018, only 29 (representing a fraction of ∼ < 0.04 of bursts) have no early detection with XRT. This alone strongly limits the intrinsic variability in EX /Eγ. Selecting only bursts for which the BAT fluence, early XRT flux and observation time are automatically provided by the online Swift database, we are left with a sample of 456 bursts. In more than 408 (90%) of these bursts the first X-ray detection is at t < 200 s. For these bursts we find σ log(F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ ) = 0.59 (see distribution in figure 1). Since in reality, this ratio depends on additional parameters other than the blast-wave energy, such as the redshift (see paragraph above), external density, bulk Lorentz factor, etc. and since we have considered bursts with a range of peak times (up to 200 s) rather than one specific time, this standard deviation provides a strong upper limit on the true dispersion in EX /Eγ at 200 s. Note that any "peculiarities" in some of these X-ray fluxes (such as early steep decline, X-ray flares etc.), assuming that they don't represent the vast majority of the data in this sample, would only cause a larger variance in the observed ratio F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ. The similar observed scatter at these early times, compared to that measured at 5 minutes -24 hours, suggests that the same underlying mechanisms are governing the observed trends in both cases and that thus, the X-ray luminosities at all these times are dominated by the standard forward shock afterglow.
THE MODEL
We assume a jet in which the kinetic energy per unit solid angle (in the central engine frame), , and Lorentz factor, Γ of the material may depend on the polar angle, θ, from the jet's axis but is assumed to have azimuthal symmetry. We consider different initial distributions for , Γ.
(i) Constant up to some θ0 and then drops as a power law (θ) = dE Figure 1 . Histogram of early X-ray to prompt γ-ray fluence ratio (F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ ) for Swift BAT+XRT detected long bursts with a BAT T 90 duration larger than 3 sec and an XRT first detection before 200 s. The standard deviation in this ratio is σ log(F X,peak t X,peak /Φγ ) = 0.59.
Note that α > 2 is required in order for the jet's collimationcorrected energy to be dominated by the core (i.e., by material with θ < θ0). The limiting case of α = 2 is known as a universal jet profile (Rossi, Lazzati & Rees 2002; Zhang & Mészáros 2002) . α 2 is a necessary condition for the existence of jet breaks (which are seen in observations; Rhoads 1999; Sari, Piran & Halpern 1999; Panaitescu & Mészáros 1999) , as well as for keeping the total energy and rate of GRBs within reasonable values. We therefore assume this situation applies in what follows.
(ii) Gaussian, with a typical angular scale θ0
Prompt γ-rays
The (isotropic equivalent) kinetic energy is simply E k,iso (θ) = 4π (θ). Assuming an efficiency ηγ of conversion between the kinetic energy and the γ-rays, we get that the isotropic equivalent emitted energy in γ-rays is Eγ,em(θ) = ηγ4π (θ). The observed γ-ray energy for an observer located at angle θ obs from the jet's axis (after correcting for cosmological redshift, i.e. defined in the "central engine" frame) is then given by
where (θ) is the energy per solid angle in the observer frame and δ is the Doppler factor
In the last expression, β(θ) is the velocity corresponding to Γ(θ) and χ is the angle between the emitting material and the observer, and is given by cos χ = cos θ obs cos θ + sin θ obs sin θ cos φ
where by virtue of the azimuthal symmetry of the jet, we have assumed here without loss of generality that φ obs = 0. Due to compactness arguments, Γ0 θ
0 (Ruderman 1975) .
We define q = |θ obs − θ0|Γ(θ0). By performing the integration in Eq. 6 we obtain the observed γ-ray energy (Kasliwal et al. 2017; Granot et al. 2017; Ioka & Nakamura 2018) :
Generally, the emission may be dominated either by "line of sight" emitters (i.e. that are radiating within an angle of up to 1/Γ relative to the line of sight to the observer), in which case E γ,obs (θ obs ) = Eγ,em(θ) or by "off line of sight" emitters (in which case the second case in each row applies). Prompt observations reveal a wide range of observed (isotropic equivalent) γ-ray energies spanning at least three orders of magnitude (see discussion in §2). This implies that even if no variance exists between the parameters (e.g. total energy, Lorentz factor, etc.) of different bursts, we should expect to see bursts up to a typical observation angle θmax which is defined here as the angle for which E γ,obs is reduced by three orders of magnitude compared to an observer looking down the jet's core:
Examples of Eγ,em(θ), E γ,obs (θ obs ) for different models are shown in figure 2. As can be seen in this figure, unless the distribution of energy and Lorentz factor in the jet declines very steeply at high latitudes, the observed γ-rays are typically dominated by the line of sight material for a large range of observing angles.
X-ray afterglow
A jet propagating through a constant external medium moves initially at an approximately constant velocity. This lasts until the jet reaches the so called, deceleration radius, where it has swept up enough of the external medium to begin slowing down. Assuming we are observing the emitting material along the line of sight (i.e. . isotropic equivalent emitted (dashed) and observed (solid) γ-ray energies for different models of structured jets. We assume here E k,iso = 5 × 10 53 erg, ηγ = 0.15, Γ 0 = 300, θ 0 = 0.1 rad. The X-axis denotes θ obs for the E γ,obs curves and θ for the Eγ,em curves. Also shown are the corresponding values of θmax for each case (dot dashed), which is the angle for which E γ,obs (θ obs = θmax) ≡ 10 −3 E γ,obs (θ obs = 0).
from within an angle of 1/Γ), this happens at an observer time:
where n is the particle density of the medium, z is the cosmological redshift and where here elsewhere we use the notation qx ≡ q/10 x in cgs units. Introducing structure to jet's energy and Lorentz factor distributions, implies that different portions of the jet may decelerate at different times 3 . In particular for the PL model (and θ θ0) we have t dec ∝ θ 8β−α 3
. Since the bolometric luminosity of the jet increases as t 3 for t < t dec the overall emission from the line of sight material at those times is decreased by a factor
Gauss.
where E0, Γ0 are the isotropic equivalent kinetic energy of the jets' core and the Lorentz factor of the core respectively and t200s is the observer time measured in units of 200 s. At first glance, it seems that the terms in the bottom lines of Eq. 12 are not smaller than unity. However, recall that for structured jets most bursts will be detected close to θmax. Due to the extremely strong dependence of L(t)/L(t dec ) on θmax, this has a very significant effect on the bolometric efficiency. As an example for Figure 3 . Ratio of observed X-ray afterglow to prompt γ-ray energies for different models of structured jets and different observation times. All curves are cut-off at θ obs = θmax, which is defined as the angle for which the observed gamma-rays is reduced by three orders of magnitude compared to an observer along the core of the jet. α = 3, β = 3, Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, θmax = 1 rad and the mean observation angle is θ = 0.65 rad, implying that
. Alternatively, for a Gaussian jet with Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, θmax = 0.31 rad we have
200s . Both situations result in a strong reduction of the bolometric luminosity at early times for observers at a viewing angle close to θmax.
The ratio between the observed Eγ and EX is depicted in figure 3 . As is clear from the figure, even when limiting the observed angle to θ obs < θmax, the Gaussian and the PL model with α = β = 3 lead to a wide range of EX /Eγ ratios between different characteristic observers. Furthermore, the behaviour is more pronounced when X-rays are observed early on, since a larger portion of the jet has not yet decelerated at that stage.
The implication is that if γ-rays are seen up to a large angle from the jet's axis, then the Lorentz factor at that angle has to be large enough for the material in front of the observer to decelerate before the time of observation. This roughly translates to: Given the small observed ratio of EX (t = 200s)/Eγ discussed in §2, the majority of observed bursts must have decelerated by t = 200 s. Thus, even if θ obs is large compared to θ0, the Lorentz factor at those angles must still remain rather large, to comply with these observations. Considering the observation angle for which the energy drops by three orders of magnitude compared to the core θ obs = θmax, equation 13 leads to Γ(θ obs ) ∼ > 50 independently of the specific energy profile. Given a typical Lorentz factor at the core of Γ0 ≈ 300 (Ghirlanda et al. 2018) , these results clearly show that the Lorentz factor distribution must be much shallower than that of the energy. Note that these limits depend very weakly on the kinetic energy at the core of the jet and on the external density.
Assuming angular distributions for the Lorentz factor as in equations 3,5 for the PL and Gaussian cases correspondingly, equation 13 can be re-written as β <
Gauss
In what follows we revisit these limits with a more realistic and detailed approach. As we will show in §4, the equation above indeed provides a good approximation for the limitations on the different models. In particular, the second line shows that for the Gaussian case, and tX = 200 s, Γ0 = 300, Gaussian profiles for the energy / Lorentz factor, are only consistent if θ obs ∼ < 1.2θ0 (the exact limit is re-addressed in §7).
PERMITTED STRUCTURE MODELS IN LIGHT OF EX /Eγ OBSERVATIONS
In order to determine which structure models are allowed by observations we perform a Monte Carlo simulation, and compare the results for the combined Eγ, EX distribution with the observed samples described in §2. As a conservative approach, we assume here that there is no intrinsic scatter in the isotropic equivalent core luminosity emitted in the γ-rays, Lγ,em(θ = 0), and take the median value for bursts in the BAT6 sample for the component along the jets' core, Lγ,em(θ = 0) = 2 × 10 51 erg s −1 in the central engine frame. This implies that the observed range of prompt energies is solely dictated by the structure of the jet. Any intrinsic scatter in this property will leave less room for structure variations, and will thus strengthen our conclusions below (we test this assumption below). For the same reason, we do not allow here for any variation in the peak γ-ray energy Ep (and take a constant Ep(θ = 0) = 500keV in the central engine frame, close to the median of the BAT6 sample) or the afterglow parameters: E k,iso (θ = 0), e, B , n, p (taken here as 5 × 10 53 erg, 0.1, 10 −4 , 1cm −3 , 2.2 respectively, see Nava et al. 2014; Santana, Barniol Duran & Kumar 2014; Beniamini et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2015; Beniamini & van der Horst 2017) . We also take a normal distribution for the prompt γ-rays' low energy spectral slope with a peak at α = −1.1 and a standard deviation of 0.47 dex. For redshifts, we take a log-normal distribution in z with a peak at z = 1.8 and a standard deviation of 0.3 dex. The two latter distributions are fits to the observed bursts in the BAT6 sample and are also consistent with the general GRB population. Finally, the viewing angle is assumed to be isotropically distributed (i.e. dp d cos θ = 1, dp dφ = 1/2π). For each model, we only consider bursts for which the γ-ray emission is above a limiting photon peak flux P lim = 2.6 photons s −1 cm −2 in the 15-150keV range, as is the selection criteria in the BAT6 sample.
We draw 10 4 random viewing angles and compute the observed prompt-afterglow energy distribution. The values of σ log(E X /Eγ ) are shown in figures 4,5 for different observation times and different PL models, exploring also different values for the X-ray observation time, jet's core opening angle, θ0 and bulk Lorentz factor, Γ0. As can be seen in the figures, a significant population of PL models are ruled out by the data. In particular, for a typical θ0 = 0.1 rad, Γ0 = 300 and for α = 2, models with even a relatively shallow LF distribution: β > 0.55 (β > 0.75) are ruled out by the 200 s (1 hour) data. For larger α the limiting value of β increases roughly as β 0.2α + 0.16 (β 0.23α + 0.29). These limits are comparable to those found in equation 14 (but with a slightly steeper slope, since θ obs /θ0 becomes smaller for larger values of α). As expected, only very shallow Lorentz factor distributions are permissible by the data.
The dependence of the limiting curve on the value of the bulk Lorentz factor at the jet's core, Γ0, is shown explicitly in figure  6 . Clearly, larger Γ0 implies that a larger portion of the jet has already decelerated by the time of X-ray observations, and as a result, the X-ray luminosity better matches the isotropic equivalent energy and the scatter is reduced (hence, the limits on the α − β plane are less constraining). We note that the canonical value of Γ0 = 300 adopted above is in accord with observations of deceleration peaks in long GRBs (Ghirlanda et al. 2018) . For each of the cases explored in figure 4 , we also test models where , Γ are Gaussian (see §3). We find standard deviations of: σ log(E X /Eγ ) = 4.8, 4.7, 4, 5.2, 3.3 for [Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 200 s],[Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 1 hour], [Γ0 = 100, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 1 hour], [Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.2 rad, tX = 1 hour] and [Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 24 hour] correspondingly, implying that in all these cases Gaussian models are strongly ruled out by observations. Note however, that a Gaussian energy structure with a flat Lorentz factor distribution is consistent with the observed structure (however, this model is limited by other considerations, as will be shown in §6). Additionally, we verified that in all above cases, top hat models are consistent with observations. Lastly, we note that out of the indirectly inferred GRB afterglow parameters, the most important quantity affecting the scatter in EX /Eγ is n, the external density (see equation 12). Here we have assumed a nominal n = 1 cm −3 . Some studies have suggested that there may be a significant population of GRBs taking place at lower density environments (Panaitescu & Kumar 2001; Cenko et al. 2010; van der Horst et al. 2014; Laskar et al. 2016) . Note that our choice of the surrounding density is conservative, since lower values would lead to later deceleration times, and therefore would weaken EX and lead to an even larger scatter in EX /Eγ.
So far we've been conservatively assuming a constant intrinsic luminosity at the core. To test the importance of this assumption, we run another set of simulations where the luminosity function Φ(Lγ) is taken according to values reported in the literature. As a test case, we use the luminosity function derived by Wanderman & Piran (2010) . The resulting EX /Eγ scatter (for Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 1 hour) can be seen in figure 7. For α = 2 one requires β < 0.65, while for α = 7 this becomes β < 1.9. Evidently, the results with this luminosity function are slightly more constraining (but overall quite similar) as compared with the equivalent case with θ0 = 0.1 rad, Γ0 = 300, tX = 1 hour reported above.
STRUCTURE CONSTRAINTS FROM THE OBSERVED LUMINOSITY FUNCTION
If GRBs typically have wide structures, it would imply that they are often observed far from their cores and detected at lower luminosities compared to their core emission. Indeed various authors have envisioned a scenario where a wide range of GRBs have the same core luminosity, and in which the observed luminosity function is Figure 4 . Lower limits on the width of the distribution of the ratio of X-ray afterglow to prompt γ-ray energies (σ log(E X /Eγ ) ) for simulated bursts arising from different structure models and for which the γ-rays are within the observable range (see §4). We assume here: Γ 0 = 300, 100 θ 0 = 0.1 rad, 0.2 t X = 1, 24 hours. The solid curves depict the observed scatter for the same t X (σ log(E X /Eγ ) = 0.51, 0.71 for 1 and 24 hours respectively). Allowed structure models lie below these curves. simply the result of the observer's viewing angle (Lipunov, Postnov & Prokhorov 2001; Frail et al. 2001; Rossi, Lazzati & Rees 2002; Zhang & Mészáros 2002; Eichler & Levinson 2004; van Eerten & MacFadyen 2012; Pescalli et al. 2015) . Although this is an intriguing possibility, it is difficult to prove, as the observed luminosity function is a convolution of the true core luminosity distribution and the structure effect, and there are multiple combinations of both that can adequately describe the observed data. More conservatively, it is evident that the structure of GRBs should never overproduce lower luminosity bursts as compared with observations. The observed luminosity function 4 peaks at L * ≈ 3 × 10 52 erg s −1 (Wanderman & Piran 2010) , and then falls sharply down until reaching the highest observed luminosity considered in the same study (Lmax ≈ 10 54 erg s −1 , see also figure 8). Therefore, under the assumption of a PL or Gaussian structure model, the distribution at L * must be dominated by events seen along the core of the jet that have a luminosity of ≈ L * . The distribution below L * may be a mix of the intrinsic luminosity distribu-tion at the jets' core and of bursts seen with L L * that are viewed at angles beyond the core. Clearly, models in which the off-axis contribution of bursts at L ≈ L * alone, is enough to over-prodcue bursts with L < L * are ruled out by observations.
To test this, we simulate bursts with a single core luminosity that is equal to L * , and with random viewing angles. We then select only those bursts that have γ-ray luminosities high enough to be detectable (see §4). We then normalize the number of bursts with an observed γ-ray luminosity equal to L * to be the same as in the observed distribution reported by Wanderman & Piran (2010) and compare the number of bursts with L < L * with the observed sample. An example of this for a structure model with α = 3, β = 1 can be seen in figure 8, demonstrating that this particular model overproduces lower luminosity bursts and is therefore ruled out.
More generally, the allowed region in the α, β plane in order not to over-produce bursts with L < L * is shown in figure 9 . The ruled out region (above the line β 0.71α − 2) is shown side by side with the region ruled-out by the EX /Eγ scatter observations (we consider here the default case with Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 200 s). For α ∼ < 4.3 the luminosity function happens to be the more constraining consideration while for larger α values Figure 8 . Crosses denote the number of observed bursts as a function of their γ-ray luminosity for a structure model α = 3, β = 1 and assuming all bursts have the same luminosity along the jet's core Lγ (θ = 0) = 10 52.5 erg s −1 . Bars denote the number of observed bursts at the same luminosity (with statistical errors) in the sample of (Wanderman & Piran 2010) . The simulated sample is normalized such that the number equals the observed one at L = L * = 10 52.5 erg s −1 . Figure 9 . Ruled out structure models given that (a) models should not overproduce events with L < L * compared with observations (blue region) and (b) models should not produce a scatter in E X /Eγ that is larger than the observed one (Yellow). the trend is reversed. Both considerations, require steep structure models with a roughly constant Lorentz function as a function of latitude. Finally we note that Gaussian models for both the energy and Lorentz factor are ruled out by the luminosity function consideration, while a Gaussian model for the energy in which the Lorentz factor is constant, is consistent with the data.
THE SHAPE OF OFF-AXIS LIGHT-CURVES
In §4 we have considered constraints on angular structure models arising from the scatter in EX /Eγ, where EX was measured at a given observation time after the trigger. A more detailed treatment should consider the entire temporal evolution of the afterglow emission in comparison with observed light-curves (e.g., Kumar & Granot 2003; Granot & Kumar 2003; Salmonson 2003; Lamb & Kobayashi 2017) . This is, in principle, a much more constraining consideration, but it is also less well defined from a statistical point of view. Nonetheless, as we show in this section, in jets with a significant drop in the kinetic energy outside of the jet core, θ0, the afterglows seen by observers at θ obs θ0 are different than those observed in GRBs (with the exception of GW170817). This is the case also if the Lorentz factor does not fall significantly outside of the core, and it implies that we do not detect long GRBs when the core points far away from us, which in turn strongly suggests that the γ-ray emission is inefficient at regions of the jet where the kinetic energy is much lower than that of the core .
The structure of the jet has a strong effect on the evolution of the light curve when observed away from the core. The reason is that at any given time we observe a region at an angle 1/Γ with respect to the line-of-sight and as the blast wave driven into the circum-burst medium decelerates we see emission from angles that did not contribute at earlier times. Thus, if we see the jet at an angle where the energy is much lower than that of the core, then as Γ decreases with time we see regions with increasing amounts of energy. As a result the afterglow light curve decays more slowly (or even shows a rebrightening) compared to an afterglow seen by an observer that lies within the opening angle of the jet's core. The light curve of GW170817 is an example of such an afterglow. However, GW170817 is unique. In fact all GRB afterglows show a decay during the first few days after the burst 5 . Oates et al. (2012) and Racusin et al. (2016) examined a the average decay rate of a large sample of optical and X-ray light curves finding that all light curves in their samples decayed at least as fast as t −1/2 . In previous sections we have shown that efficient gamma-ray emission is possible away from the core only if the the Lorentz factor remains very large at the emitting region. Here we examine a few representative afterglow light curves in cases that the Lorentz factor is large also away from the core. Figure 10 shows the X-ray and optical light curve shapes of two jets, one with a Gaussian and one with a power-law (α = 5) energy distributions. In both jets the Lorentz factor remains constant at all angles: Γ(θ) = Γ0 = 300. The angle of the jet core is θ0 = 0.1 rad and its energy is E k,iso (θ0) = 10 52 erg. The external density is n = 1 cm −3 and the electron power-law index is p = 2.2. Additional parameters which affects the normalization only (but not the shape) are z = 1, e = 0.1 and B = 0.01.
When the observing angle is within the core of the jet, then the decay of the light curves of both jets are similar to each other and to many of the observed afterglows. However, when θ obs > θ0 the decay becomes shallower. For example at an angle of θ obs = 0.3 rad the X-ray light curve of the Gaussian jet evolves roughly as FX ∝ t −1/3 from very early time up until ∼ 15 days after the burst. Such an extended (in duration) shallow decline has to our knowledge not been observed in any GRB detected to date. The effect is even more pronounced in the optical, where even at an angle of θ obs = 0.2 rad the average decay rate between 10 −1 d and 3 d is t −0.5 while for θ obs = 0.25 rad it is t −0.3 . The fact that such afterglows if exist, are extremely rare, implies that if long GRB jet 5 There are fluctuations, flattening and rebrightening episodes in some afterglows but when averaging the light curve over time scales of days, they always show a decay. On a shorter time scale of 10 3 − 10 4 s, some X-ray light curves show a relatively shallow decay rate of t −0.2 − t −0.8 . structure is Gaussian, then we do not detect gamma-ray emission from these jets at θ obs ∼ > 2θ0 (and hence are not triggered to see their afterglows). This result applies even if only the energy density falls with the angle as a Gaussian while Lorentz factor remains constant.
A similar behavior is seen in the Power-law jet. At observing angles θ obs > 0.4 rad for X-rays and θ obs = 0.3 rad for the optical, the light curves show a flattening and then a clear rise on time scales of 1-10 days. Such afterglows are again very rare, if they exist at all, implying that also in a power-law jet with α = 5 we do not detect γ-ray emission from these jets at θ obs ∼ > 3θ0.
AN ALTERNATIVE POSSIBILITY -RESTRICTIVE GAMMA-RAY REGION
In the previous sections we have shown that models with significant amounts of γ-ray emission beyond the jet's core are strongly constrained by observations. First, if γ-rays are produced efficiently far from the jet's core then the Lorentz factor cannot decrease very rapidly with angle, in order to avoid the material far from the jets' axis decelerating too slowly. Second, such jets observed offaxis would overproduce the low end of the luminosity function as compared with observations. Finally, we have shown, that even in the most extreme case, where the Lorentz factor remains constant across the jet, while the energy drops significantly, the typical shape of the light-curves associated with such bursts is very peculiar, and does not match any (non GW detected) GRB observed to date. At face value, these considerations seem to rule out almost any kind of structure that is not very close to a 'top hat'. A possible way to get around these constraints is to assume that (efficient) γ-ray production is only confined to a narrow region around the jets' axis. Here we examine what is the largest opening angle of γ-ray production that is consistent with the observed scatter in EX /Eγ (we have verified that these limits are also consistent with the observed luminosity function and the shape of afterglow light-curves). We assume the same models for (θ), Γ(θ) as described in §3 (as well as Γ0 = 300, θ0 = 0.1 rad, tX = 200 s or tX = 1 hr), but we impose a cut-off on the γ-ray production region at a latitude of θγ such that Eγ,em,new(θ) = Eγ,em(θ)Θ(θγ − θ). Figure 11 depicts the largest allowed value for θγ for a PL model with α = 2, 3, 4 and varying values of β. As expected, larger values of β correspond to a stricter (lower) cut-off on the γ-ray emission angle θγ. In particular for α = β = 3, θγ = 0.14 rad for tX = 200 s (θγ = 0.15 rad for tX = 1 hr). As a comparison for the Gaussian model we find θγ = 0.11 rad for tX = 200 s (θγ = 0.13 rad for tX = 1 hr). These values are similar to the limits described in equation 14.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we examine various constraints that observations pose on the structure of GRB jets and the regions in these jets from where γ-rays are emitted efficiently. First, the ratio between the isotropic equivalent early X-ray afterglow and prompt γ-ray energy (EX /Eγ) varies only moderately from burst to burst. We have shown here that a large set of GRB structure models predict a spread in this ratio that is significantly wider than the observed one, and can therefore be ruled out by this consideration. In particular the Lorentz factor of the emitting material cannot drop too fast (as a function of latitude) since it dictates a deceleration time that is too long and an extremely week output in X-rays during the first minutes to hours of the burst, in contrast with observations. Specifically, in any region that radiates detectable γ-ray emission Γ(θ obs ) ∼ > 50. Therefore, a Gaussian profile for the jet's energy is ruled out, unless the Lorentz factor profile is almost completely flat. Power-law profiles for the energy and Lorentz factor above θ0 (where ∝ θ −α , Γ ∝ θ −β ) are ruled out above the critical line: β β E X /Eγ ≡ 0.2α + 0.16.
Second, we consider which structure models are consistent with the observed luminosity function. Structures that lead to an over production of bursts with a luminosity below the peak of the observed luminosity function, are rejected by observations. This again rules out models with steep energy profiles and shallow Lorentz factor distributions, i.e. a Gaussian Lorentz factor profile and power-law models above the line β β L−dist ≡ 0.71α − 2.
Finally, we show that even energy profiles with completely constant Lorentz factors at all angles of the jet, afterglows observed at angles where the energy is much lower than that of the core (e.g., an angle of θ obs ∼ > 2 − 3 θ0 for a Gaussian jet and power-law jet with α = 5) show distinct light-curve shapes, which are evolving very shallowly for extended periods of time, or even exhibiting shallow a phase days after the trigger. Since such afterglows have not been observed, the existence of such GRB jets is highly questioned.
All of this suggests that most jet structures, such as Gaussian and power-law jets, are in strong tension with observations unless we cannot detect gamma-rays at angles that are larger than about twice the core opening angle. This implies that if GRB jets have a structure with an energetic core and wings where the energy drops continuously, then efficient γ-ray emission is restricted only to a small area in and near the core of the jet. Note, that this picture is consistent with the prompt γ-rays observed beyond the jet's core being produced by shock breakout from a mildly relativistic cocoon Nakar & Sari (2012) . Cocoons produced by the jet propagation may result in significant amount of energy beyond the jets' cores, but they can be very inefficient in producing early γ-ray emission.
We have focused in this work chiefly on long GRBs. This is because the X-ray and optical data for short GRBs is much more sparse. It remains to be explored whether this is simply a selection effect since short GRBs are less energetic or alternatively, this is due to an intrinsic difference between short and long GRB structures. Nonetheless, there are some indications, that the scatter in EX /Eγ in short GRBs as measured at 1 − 24 hr may be comparable to that in long GRBs (Nakar 2007; Berger 2014) . In particular, this picture is consistent with the prompt γ-rays in GRB 170817 being produced away from the core, possibly by shock breakout from the mildly relativistic cocoon.
These results may also be used to inform understanding of future VIRGO / LIGO detected GRBs. clearly GRBs associated with GW detections could allow us to observe orders of magnitude fainter signals coming from GRBs, which would otherwise be undetected for cosmological events (see also Beniamini et al. 2018a,b) and quite literally, probe GRBs from a new angle. Once a large sample of GW detected GRBs is collected, the angular structure of the energy and Lorentz factor of GRBs may become directly testable by observations. Figure 10 . X-ray (top) and optical (bottom) light-curves of a GRB jet model with a Gaussian energy distribution (left) and a PL distribution with α = 5 (right). The Lorentz factor is constant at all angles in both models at Γ(θ) = 300. We also assume: E k,iso = 10 52 erg, n = 1 cm −3 , p = 2.2, θ 0 = 0.1 rad and z = 1. The range of viewing angles is chosen such that the prompt GRB remains observable in all cases.
